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Wave Optics-III 

DIFFRACTION AT A SINGLE SLIT: Consider a narrow slit AB(= d) illuminated by a plane wavefront of 
monochromatic light of wavelength λ. After diffraction through the slit; the pattern is observed on 
screen XY, at a distance D from the slit AB. 

Point O, on the screen lies on the right bisector of AB. So it receives light from the upper half of the slit 

and the lower half of the slit in same phase producing a bright point at O. This is called the central 

maxima. 

The intensity of light at another point P, at a distance y from O (received after diffraction through an 

angle θ at the corners of the slit.) depends on the path difference between light received from the edges 

of the slit.
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IMPORTANT: (i) When the width of the slit is decreased; the central maxima (=
   

 
 ) broadens. The light 

spreads over a larger area resulting in a decrease in intensity of the central maxima. 

(ii) When the slit is illuminated by white light; the diffraction pattern also becomes coloured with red 

producing a broader maxima than violet. 

INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION IN DIFFRACTION: 

 

Why the secondary maxima become weaker with increasing order (n) of the secondary maxima?  

All part of the slit are equally illuminating the central maxima. For the first maxima, we divide the slit 
into three parts and take two parts which cancel each other with only one 1/3rd part illuminating the 
first maxima and hence the intensity is less than the central. 
For the second maxima we divide the slit into five parts and only 1/5th part illuminating it. Hence the 
intensity decreases further and the maxima gradually become weaker. 

SAMPLE PROBLEMS 

Q. When the width of the slit is made double the original width, how would this affect the 

size and intensity of the central diffraction band? 

Ans 

 

Hence If ‘d’ is doubled, the width of the central maxima becomes half and the area becomes one fourth. 

Intensity of the central maxima becomes four times. 
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Q . A parallel beam of light of 500 nm falls on a narrow slit and the resulting diffraction pattern is 

observed on a screen 1 m away. It is observed that the first minimum is at a distance of 2.5 mm from 

the centre of the screen. Calculate the width of the slit. 

Ans. 

 

Q. Show that the angular width of the first diffraction fringe is half that of the central fringe. 

Ans. We have; 

 


